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Agenda for Today

 Accounting/FASB update

• Big 3

• Leases

• Financial Instruments

• Revenue Recognition

• Going concern

• Cash Flows

• Goodwill impairment
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Going Concern – ASU 2014-15

 What does going concern mean?

• In preparing financial statements under GAAP, there is a 

presumption that an entity will “continue as a going 

concern”

• There are instances in which there is “substantial doubt 

about an entity’s ability to continue as a going concern”

 Why:  Previously there was no guidance in 

GAAP regarding management’s responsibility

to evaluate whether there is substantial doubt.
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Identification of Substantial Doubt

 Management must

• Evaluate conditions and events related to going concern.

• Consider a one-year window after financial statements are 

issued or available to be issued.

• (This is a longer period than auditing standards.)

• Assess based on relevant conditions or events that are

• Known or

• Reasonably knowable.

 If going concern issues exist

• Disclosure of plans to alleviate or mitigate

• Ability and intent of financial supporter in writing

• Liquidity footnote
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Effective Date of ASU No. 2014-15

• The update is effective for all entities for annual 

periods ending after December 15, 2016, and for 

annual and interim periods thereafter. 
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FASB ASU No. 2016-15, Statement of Cash Flows (Topic 230): 

Classification of Certain Cash Receipts and Cash Payments

 Applies to all entities that are required to present a 

statement of cash flows.

 Provides guidance for specific cash flow issues:

1. Debt prepayment or extinguishment costs

• Financing

2. Settlement of zero coupon debt instruments

• Operating and financing

3. Contingent consideration paid in business combination

• Soon after closing—Investing

• Other payments—financing and/or operating
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ASU No. 2016-15: Statement of Cash Flows 

(continued)

4. Proceeds from settlement of insurance claims

• Classify based on nature of loss

5. Proceeds from settlement of life insurance 

policies

• Investing

6. Distributions from equity method investees

• Cumulative earnings approach

• Operating

• Investing if distributions exceed earnings

• Nature of distribution approach

• Classify based on determination made by investee

7. Beneficial interest in a securitized transaction

• Disclose as noncash activity
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ASU No. 2016-15—Effective Dates

 For public business entities:

• Fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2017, and for 

interim periods within those fiscal years

 For all other entities:

• Fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2018, and for 

interim periods within fiscal years after December 15, 

2019

 Early application is permitted.

 A retrospective application should be used.
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FASB ASU No. 2016-18, Statement of Cash 

Flows (Topic 230): Restricted Cash

 Affects all entities that have restricted cash and 

are required to present a statement of cash 

flows.

 Restricted cash and cash equivalents should 

both be considered part of unrestricted cash 

and cash equivalents.

 Transfers between unrestricted and restricted 

cash should no longer be classified in any of 

the three categories of cash flow.
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ASU No. 2016-18—Effective Dates

 Effective dates:

• Public business entities 

• Annual after December 15, 2017

• Interim after December 15, 2017

• All other entities

• Annual after December 15, 2018

• Interim after December 15, 2019

 Early adoption is permitted.

 Retrospective application should be applied for 

each period presented.
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FASB ASC 321, Investments—Equity Securities 

New section Amends guidance related to equity investments

 Trading investments

• Initial and subsequent measurement = fair value.

• Unrealized gain and loss recognized in net income.

• No change

 Available-for-sale investments

• Initial and subsequent measurement = fair value.

• Unrealized gain and loss recognized in net income.

• Change from prior guidance (comprehensive income)

 Eliminates the distinction between trading and 

available-for-sale securities because all equity 

investments will now be measured at fair value 

with the unrealized gain or loss recognized in 

net income.
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Effective Date

 Public business entities:

• Fiscal years ending after December 15, 2017

• Interim periods within those fiscal years

 All other entities

• Fiscal years ending after December 15, 2018

• Interim period for fiscal years ending after December 15, 

2019

• May adopt within public company guidelines.
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FASB ASU No. 2017-01, Clarifying the 

Definition of a Business (Topic 805)

 Affects all reporting entities that must determine 

whether they have acquired or sold a business.

 Clarifies when a purchase or sale of a group of assets

meets the criteria of a business.

 Three criteria in current GAAP:

• Inputs

• Processes

• Outputs

 Additional guidance (new)

• A “set” of assets is not a business when

• Fair value of the set of assets is concentrated in one, or a 

similar, set of assets.

• A set of assets and substantive processes do not significantly 

contribute to an output.
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ASU No. 2017-01—Effective Dates

 Effective dates:

• Public business entities 

• Annual after December 15, 2017

• Interim after December 15, 2017

• All other entities

• Annual after December 15, 2018

• Interim after December 15, 2019

 Early adoption is permitted in some 

circumstances.

 Prospective application and no required 

disclosures at transition.
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FASB ASU No. 2017-04, Intangibles—Goodwill and Other 

(Topic 350): Simplifying the Test for Goodwill Impairment 

 Applies to all entities that have goodwill on their 

financial statements.

 Simplifies the goodwill impairment test.

 Does not apply to private companies that 

adopted the accounting alternative to amortize 

goodwill.

 Step 2 of the old test is eliminated:

• There is now a presumption that any excess of book value 

over fair value of the reporting unit is a goodwill 

impairment, up to the carrying value of the goodwill.

 Reporting units with zero or negative carrying 

amounts will generally pass the simplified test.
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ASU No. 2017-04—Effective Dates

 Effective Dates:

• Public business entities—SEC filers

• Years beginning after December 15, 2019

• Public business entities—non-SEC filers

• Years beginning after December 15, 2020

• All other entities

• Years beginning after December 15, 2021

 Early implementation is permitted.

• Testing dates after January 1, 2017

 Apply on a prospective basis.

 Required disclosures:

• Nature of reasons for the change in accounting principle upon transition.

• First annual period.

• First interim period within the first annual period of the change.
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Leases

 Why are they issuing this new standard?

• Existing lease accounting does not meet users’ needs

• accounting depends on classification

• contractual rights and obligations (assets and liabilities) 

are off balance sheet

• many users adjust financial statements

• Structuring opportunities

• current lease classification often based on bright lines

• significant difference in accounting on either side of 

operating/finance lease line
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What is the Potential Impact?

 Coming to a balance sheet near you…….$2 

Trillion in Leases

 Companies that expect to have a huge impact

• Retail

• Telecom

• Banks
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Lease Standard:  What you need to know

 Clarifies the definition of a Lease

• Right to control use of an asset and obtain economic benefits

 Classify leases into:

• No more bright line tests

• Finance Type Leases (Replaces Capital Leases)

• Operating Leases

 Asset is considered a Right of Use Asset

• Present value of future cash flow calculation

• Income statement does not change

 Lease term

• Noncancellable lease term + options to extend/terminate that you 

are reasonably certain to exercise

• Short-term leases (less than 12 months excluded)
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Lease Standard:  What you need to know

 Implicit borrowing rate

 Lease Payments

• Fixed Payments plus;

1. Variable Lease Payments – depend upon an index or market rate (ie: 

CPI)

2. Purchase Option – The exercise price of an option to purchase the underlying 

asset if the lessee is reasonably certain to exercise that option

3. Termination Penalties – Payments for penalties for terminating the lease if 

the lease term reflects the lessee exercising an option to terminate the lease.

4. Residual Value Guarantees – Guaranteed residual value that the lessee 

is obligated to pay on the basis of circumstances outside its control.

• Does not include:

• Variable payments, Guarantees, Non-Lease 

Components (Can elect practical expedient to combine)
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Measurement of Operating Lease

 Initial Recognition

• Recognize a Right of Use asset (ROU) and Liability based upon 

the PV of lease payments to made over the lease term.

• ROU Asset - Operating 410,000

• Liability 410,000

 Subsequent Recognition

• Amortize the ROU asset to Rent Expense (amort and int)

• Measure lease liability at amortized cost and accrete lease 

liability

• Rent/Lease Expense 100,000

• Cash 100,000

• Liability 75,000

• Accum Amort 75,000**plug
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Effective Date

 Public business entities: 

• Fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2018, including 

interim periods within those fiscal years

 All other entities:

• Fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2019, and 

interim periods within fiscal years beginning after 

December 15, 2020

 Early application permitted.
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Transition Approaches

 In November of 2017, New guidance issued:

• Enable an organization to not provide comparative period 

financial statements. Instead, an organization would apply 

the transition provisions of the leases standard at its 

effective date.

 Comparative financial statements can be 

prepared using hindsight
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5-Step Recognition Process

 Identify the contract(s) with the customer (ASC 606-10-25-1)

• Some contracts would be combined and accounted for as one contract 

(change orders)

 Identify the separate performance obligation(s) (ASC 606-10-32-

2)

• Good services and separate components

 Determine transaction price (FASB ASC 606-10-32-2) 

• Estimate variable consideration at expected value or most likely amount 

(unapproved amounts)

 Allocate the transaction price (FASB ASC 606-10-32-28)

• Estimate selling prices if they are not observable 

• Residual estimation techniques may be appropriate 

 Recognize revenue (FASB ASC 606-10-25-23) 

• To recognize revenue when (or as) the entity satisfies a performance 

obligation by transferring a promised good or service (that is, when the 

customer obtains control)
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Principal vs. Agent

 Indicators that an entity is acting as a principal

• Discretion to set prices

• Inventory risk

• Primary responsibility to provide goods/services

 Principals control the goods or services 

promised to a customer before those goods are 

transferred

 Drop Shipments (Flash titles)
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Contract Costs

 Costs related to acquiring a contract will be 

capitalized and amortized over the life of the 

contract

• Sales commissions

• Practical expedient allows for only contracts over 1 year or 

more
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Warranties

 Two types of Warranties under ASC 606:

• Service-type warranties

• Distinct service and is a separate service obligation

• Assurance-type warranties

• Does not represent service obligation

 Differences

• Warranty required by law

• Length of the warranty period (ie: standard or beyond)

• Nature of task an entity has to perform
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Effective Dates of ASU No. 2014-09

 For public business entities, annual periods 

beginning after December 15, 2017. Early 

application is permitted only as of annual 

reporting periods beginning December 15, 2016, 

including interim reporting periods within that 

period. 

 For all other entities, annual periods beginning 

after December 15, 2018, and interim periods 

within annual periods beginning after December 

15, 2019. 

 Early application is permitted but no earlier than 

the original implementation date for public 

business entities.



Better Together

SEC/PCAOB Update-2018
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Agenda

 SEC Comments

a. Comment process background

b. Frequent comments

 Current Practice Issues

a. New revenue/lease standards

b. New definition of business

c. Redeemable equity

d. Shipping and handling fees

 PCAOB Update

a. Changes to Auditor’s report

b. Focus areas for auditors

c. PCAOB inspection process
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SEC Comments

 Once in 3 years the SEC is required to review a registrant’s 

financials. 

 Even when they do a f/s review they still look at the MD&A 

and business sections. 

 If the SEC is reviewing the 10-K they will also review 10-Qs, 

8-Ks, etc. as they want to understand the business and 

operations. 

 Some companies get reviewed more frequently.

 Lots of focus on transactional documents (e.g. IPO, 

registration statements raising money, etc.).

 SEC looks at investor materials, earnings releases, other 

press releases, registrant’s website, analyst reports, etc. 

looking for trends, segments, etc. so ensure material 

information is consistent between periodic reports and your 

other public information.
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SEC Comments

 In the past few years, SEC has been reviewing 

>50% of filings.

 Not as many comment letters because not as 

many IPOs. Not a lot new issuers coming in, 

consolidations causing contraction in number 

of issuers and registrants are more aware of 

issues.

 You can contact SEC staff if you need 

clarification, additional context on their 

comments. SEC is very open to conference 

calls.
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SEC Comments

Intelligize search parameters:

 Comment letters published in the last 12 

months

 US GAAP

 Forms 10-K and 10-Q

 Market cap of <= to $1.0B
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SEC Comments

Topic Description

MD&A Primary trends involved critical accounting policies and sensitivity to 
judgment along with inadequate discussion of trends

Quantify reasons for decreases or increases. E.g. when listing a change made 
up of multiple parts quantify each. 

Oil and gas 
reserves

Oil and gas reserves:
• several about exclusion of non-recurring costs that appear to be 

recurring
• the usual suspects around PUD reserves (5-year rules, sufficient 

commitment to develop, other PUD definitions)
• NGLs – where does title transfer?
Other oil and gas matters:
• Critical accounting policies – staff asked for additional disclosure 

about judgments and volatility in reserves and how impairment 
would be impacted
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SEC Comments

Topic Description

Non-GAAP Prominence of GAAP measure in relation to non-GAAP measure, inappropriate 
exclusions or add-backs, inadequate disclosure of the value of the non-GAAP 
measure. Comments are down compared to prior year.

Make sure not to eliminate recurring significant expenses from U.S. GAAP amounts.

ICFR • Failure to disclose which version of COSO
• Several "how did you remediate" 
• 3Q MW remediated by YE, staff asked how it was possible to remediate so 

quickly
• asking for expanded disclosure of MW root cause

Income tax Primarily rate reconciliation issues, valuation allowance questions and disclosure of 
foreign matters
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SEC Comments

Topic Description

Segments Challenge of aggregation on the bases of dissimilar margins as well as dissimilar 
customer classes, asking for additional information when MD&A contradicts 
segment disclosures.

Keep in mind that aggregation of different operating segments is a high hurdle.

Liquidity Mainly implications of failure to comply with debt covenants on liquidity as well as 
asking for expanded disclosure on cash flows

Revenue Primarily challenges around collaborative arrangements

Contingencies Challenges on whether amounts should be accrued, and whether possible loss 
ranges should be disclosed
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SEC Comments

Topic Description

Goodwill 
Impairment

• Challenges around timing of impairments, for example issuer recorded 1Q 
impairment, staff asked why there was no early warning in the 10-K

• Asking why impairment was not recorded when other information in the 
documents showed indicators

Restatements Several comments in which the staff questioned management’s qualitative 
assessment that historical misstatements were immaterial when such amounts 
were quantitatively material.
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Current Practice Issues

New Revenue and Lease Standards

 Overall theme is don’t underestimate the impact and 

breadth of these two standards (f/s impact as well as 

disclosures).

 Requires robust transition disclosures which will be 

subject to audit procedures.

 Even if no significant impact on the f/s there will be a 

significant impact on disclosures and in any case you 

will need to prove to auditors how you arrived at your 

conclusion about the f/s impact. This will require a very 

comprehensive analysis.

 Do not forget controls at every point in the analysis 

and implementation process. Controls is a major focus 

area for regulators.
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Current Practice Issues

New Business Definition Rules (effective for 2018 

for public companies assuming calendar year)
 Must have inputs and substantive process capable of 

producing an output. For acquisitions with no outputs you 

must have acquired an organized workforce to be a business.

 Initial screen test, consider nature and risk considerations 

and regulatory environment when assessing similarity of 

assets. Judgment involved.

 Substantially all can be >90% but not always. It’s not defined –

no bright line.

 Only gross assets considered not liabilities assumed for 

purposes of analysis. Assets exclude cash, deferred tax 

assets and GW resulting from deferred tax liabilities in stock 

acquisitions. 

 Expected to result in less business combinations.
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Current Practice Issues

Redeemable Equity Instruments- temporary 

(mezzanine) equity –

Analysis doesn’t consider probability. Redemption 

date, if fixed or determinable, and redeemable at 

option of holder or contingent on events outside of 

issuer control (e.g. change in control). 
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Current Practice Issues

Shipping and Handling Fees

 Accounting will depend on whether these are 

incurred prior to or after transfer of control to 

goods or services.

 If prior to transfer of control to the customer 

then treat as cost of fulfilling a contract. 

 If incurred after control is transferred, treat as a 

separate performance obligation (promised 

service) or can elect to treat as a cost of 

fulfilling a contract.
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PCAOB Update

Changes to Auditor’s Report

 Regulators intend to make auditor’s report more 

relevant and informative to investors.

Changes in auditor’s reporting that have already 

occurred:

 Audit partner’s name is disclosed on a form 

filed with the PCAOB

 Required to disclose other firms participating in 

the audit (significant involvement is >5% of total 

hours)
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PCAOB Update

Changes that will occur in auditor’s report

 Layout of auditor’s report

 Disclosure of auditor tenure

 Auditor’s independence statement

 Explanatory paragraph on ICFR

 Critical Audit Matters
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PCAOB Update

The auditor’s report on 2017 f/s will change in the following 

respects:

 The form of the auditor’s report – Opinion on the f/s section will 

now be the first section, immediately followed by the Basis for 

Opinion section.

 Disclosure of Auditor Tenure – requires a statement containing 

the year the auditor began serving consecutively as the 

company’s auditor.

 Auditor’s independence statement – statement in the Basis for 

Opinion section that the auditor is a public accounting firm 

registered with the PCAOB and is required to be independent 

with respect to the company.

 Explanatory paragraph on ICFR – statement about the auditor 

not being engaged to audit management’s assessment of ICFR, 

when that’s the case, in the Basis for Opinion section. 
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PCAOB Update

 Critical Audit Matters (“CAMS”) will be described in the 

auditor’s report effective for large accelerated filers for 

FYE on or after 6/30/19 and for all other filers for FYE 

ending on or after 12/15/20.

 CAMS are what’s communicated to the Audit Committee 

related to accounts or disclosures that are material to the 

f/s and involve especially challenging, subjective or 

complex auditor judgment. 

 In the auditor’s report, auditors will describe the basis for 

considering something a CAM, how it was addressed 

during the audit and reference to specific accounts and 

disclosures in the f/s.
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PCAOB Update

Audit committees should start asking auditors the 

following:

 What would the critical audit matters be this 

year?

 What would be the close calls?

 What would the auditor expect to say about 

those matters?
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PCAOB Update

 Auditor’s focus for 2017 audits will be on auditing 

registrant’s transition disclosures related to 

implementation of the revenue recognition standard.

 For accelerated filers, auditors will also be testing 

controls related to management’s development of 

transition disclosures.

 Transition disclosures in your 10-Ks have to be robust 

and inform readers about new revenue policies, 

transition method, estimated or actual impact upon 

adoption, any matters still working through, etc. Vague 

disclosures such as in previous 10-Q’s will not suffice.

 If appropriate disclosures are not made auditors will be 

assessing whether a root cause is a material weakness 

in internal controls.
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PCAOB Update

PCAOB’s inspection process is continuing to 

evolve, including incorporating an element of 

randomness into the risk-based selection process. 

PCAOB is also incorporating some non-risk based 

selections into the process as well which allows 

them to be able to conclude on the state of audit 

quality.



The material appearing in this presentation is for informational purposes only and 

should not be construed as advice of any kind, including, without limitation, legal, 

accounting, or investment advice. This information is not intended to create, and 

receipt does not constitute, a legal relationship, including, but nor limited to, an 

accountant-client relationship. Although this information may have been prepared by 

professionals, it should not be used as a substitute for professional services. If legal, 

accounting, investment, or other professional advice is required, the services of a 

professional should be sought.

Assurance, tax, and consulting offered through Moss Adams LLP. Investment 

advisory offered through Moss Adams Wealth Advisors LLC. Investment banking 

offered through Moss Adams Capital LLC.


